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CTRL Training 360 Editor
CTRL Training 360 Editor allows you to create customized 360 Training and Tour 

experiences. You can manage 360 image sets, hotspots and other information from 

the browser. VR experiences can be customized with your own images, hotspot 

graphics and notes. The available options and features may vary depending on 

your license.

Login
Log in to the web editor at https://training360.ctrl.studio/. If you have more than 

one license attached to your account, you will be directed to selection screen that 

shows all the available licenses. Select license to access the dashboard. If you have 

only one license, you will be directed to its dashboard automatically.

Example selection screen.
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Overview of the dashboard.

Sets
Sets are a collection of 360 images that will be included in the same training or tour 

session. Creating a new set requires a name and an optional description. The set 

name will show up in the VR lobby and the description will show up when starting 

the experience.

Set details
When an image set is selected, details window will show the settings related to 
that set. From these settings you can edit the name and the description and add 
a thumbnail image for the set. This image will show up as a default preview image 
for the set in the VR Lobby. You can also view, delete or duplicate the set. Viewing 
the set will show you the images in 360 and you can preview the hotspots that are 

attached to them.

Dashboard
Dashboard features the basic editing tools for the VR experiences. You can create 

and edit sets, upload images and manage them. Dashboard has three panels: sets, 

images and details. Sets panel is for managing and creating image sets, images is for 

managing 360 images and details panel will show detailed settings of the selected 

item. Account settings and log out can be accessed from the top right corner of the 

Dashboard screen.
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Set type
Type of the experience can be changed from the advanced settings. There are two 
types of experiences: Training and Tour. In the Training experience hotspots are 
defaulted as invisible and they need to be found by gazing the surroundings. This 
experience type has a results panel in the end of the set. In the Tour experience, 
hotspots are defaulted as visible and they need to be interacted with the controller. 
Both visible and invisible hotspots can be created individually for both set types 
but the UI depends on the selected set type.

Set types

• Training: Gaze control. Hotspots default as hidden. 

• Tour: Controller interaction. Hotspots default as visible.

Public web access
When the public web access is allowed, you can share the link to others for viewing 
the set. Viewers can only see the set content but cannot edit it. You can also secure 
the content with a password.

Set details panel.
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Image details
Selecting an image will show its information in the details panel. You can give it a 

name and a description that will show up in VR. You can also upload a thumbnail to 

the image. 

From “view” options you can preview the image in 360 and test the hotspots that 

are created in the edit mode. You can also view other locations of the same set.

Details options

• Thumbnail: Upload a thumbnail image.

• Edit: Open hotspot editor.

• View: Preview selected 360 image and hotspots.

• Delete: Delete selected 360 image from the set.

Images -panel and image details.

Images
When a set is selected, you will see the upload options and all the images from the 

set in the images panel. Upload a 360 image and press save to get it uploaded to the 

server.
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Hotspot editor
In the editor you can create customized hotspots to the image. Images will show 

up as a flat in this mode. Click the image to add a new hotspot. When a hotspot is 

selected, it will open the hotspot settings. You can give hotspot an info text that 

will show up when the hotspot is targeted in the VR experience. You can also toggle 

hotspot’s visibility. Hidden and visible hotspots have a different settings available. 

General settings for hotspot

• Text: Hotspot text that appears when hovered.

• Hidden hotspot: Toggles hotspot visibility type.

• Distance: Distance of the hotspot in VR.

• Size: Size of the hotspot icon.

• Thumbnail: Upload custom hotspot icon.

• Image: Upload custom image that appears when hovered.

• Hotspot type: Choose hotspot type: text or question.

Overview of the hotspot editing.
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Visible hotspot
Visible hotspots are always visible in the experience. Hotspot text appears when 

hovered. Visible hotspots can have a link to another location or labels that are 

always visible.

Visible hotspot specific settings

• Link: Link to another 360 location.

• Label: Extra text label that is always visible.

Hidden hotspot
Hidden hotspot is a training type hotspot. These hotspots are defaulted as a hidden 

when entering the image. Hidden hotspots are meant to be found by gazing or 

targeting them for few seconds. After the hotspot is found, it will stay visible. For 

hidden hotspot you can add a hover area that defines how large the trigger area is 

for finding the hotpsot.

Hidden hotspot specific settings

• Hover area size: Manage how large is the trigger area for finding the hotspot.

Visible hotspot settings
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Hidden hotspot settings

Question hotspot
From the advanced settings you can change the type of the selected hotspot. 

Default hotspot is an information spot with a text field. Another hotspot type is a 

question hotspot where you can create multiple choice question. Explanation field 

is an optional information text that will appear after the user has answered to the 

question. Questions can be attached to visible and hidden hotspots.

Question hotspot options.


